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"As meaning seeps into these play spaces, their 
status as play spaces will erode. As their status as 
play spaces erodes, the laws and expectations and 
norms of contemporary Earth society will 
increasingly dominate the atmosphere. When Earth’s 
cultures dominate, the game will be over; the fantasy 
will be punctured; the illusion will be ended for good."
- Castronova, 2004

“Every game is an ongoing process. 
As it is played, it always contains the 
potential for generating new 
practices and new meanings, 
possibly refiguring the game itself."
- Malaby, 2007

A game is “an exercise of voluntary control 
systems in which there is an opposition 
between forces, confined by a procedure 
and rules in order to produce a disequilibrial 
outcome."
- Sutton-Smith, 1971

"Games represent a new lively art, one 
as appropriate for the digital age as 
those earlier media were for the machine 
age. They open up new aesthetic 
experiences and transform the computer 
screen into a realm of experimentation 
and innovation that is broadly 
accessible."
-Jenkins, 2005

"A game is a rule-based formal system with a 
variable and quantifiable outcome, where different 
outcomes are assigned different values, the player 
exerts effort in order to influence the outcome, the 
player feels attached to the outcome, and the 
consequences of the activity are optional and 
negotiable."
- Juul, 2003

What is a Game?
GAMES ARE SYSTEMS GAMES fall into archtypes

GAMES ARE experienced 
in a context

'MAGIC 
 CIRCLE'

Games exists in a space, with 
  boundaries of space and time that
   are seperate and unattached from 
   ordinary life.

However, many games 
can breakdown this 
'magic circle'. 

BEFORE 
and 
AFTER
Games

Games activate a player's previous 
experience and understanding

Games can allow players to experience the
world in a new way as modeled by the game 

SKILL BUILDING
Games are a oppotunities 
to practise real-life skills 

The amount of freedom or 
movement within a system

where great skill    confidence
meet a high level of challenge
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Context or the setting for 
emotional involvement 

and choice.

The agents for interaction 
with the formal and dramatic 

elements

A narrative that links the formal 
and dramatic elements of a 
game that can cultivate an 

emotional response 

The being(s) that engage 
in the game

Games are designed for players 
and players voluntarily accept the 

rules of the game.  

Challenging yet achievable goals that a 
player aims to achieve

Objectives set the structure of a game

STARTING ACTION: putting a game into play
PROGRESSION OF ACTION: 'core loop' of game play
SPECIAL ACTIONS
RESOLVING ACTION: conculind game play

The process that a 
game must follow

The enforcement of the 
formal elements

RULES

PLAYERS

OBJECTIVES

PROCEDURES

RULES

RESOURCES

CONFLICT

BOUNDARIES

OUTCOME

CHALLENGE

PLAY

PREMISE

CHARACTER

STORY

DRAMATIC ELEMENTSFORMAL ELEMENTS

Games have some 
(but not neccesarily all) 
of these building blocks

encourage players to make an emotional connection.provide games with structure.

Boundaries and rules 
make games 

distinctive from 
ordinary life

Objects that have 
utility and scarcity

Rules are enforced by 
players, arbitrators, and/or 

by the game system itself

Rules can: 
    define objects and concepts
    restrict actions
    determine effects

The factors that deter a 
player accomplishing 
their objectives that a 
player must resolve in 

their favour

The limits of the 
game world

The uncertain yet 
measurable and unequal 
conclusion to the game

Capture
Chase
Race
Alignment
Rescue/Escape

COMMON OBJECTIVES
Forbidden Act
Construction
Exploration
Solution
Outwit

genres

Sensation
Fantasy   
Narrative
Challenge
Fellowship
Discovery
Expression
Submission

game appeal

Genres provide an opinionated structure 
to games.  Genres may be confining to 
the creative process but can provide 
players with a know-how of game play 

prior to playing. 

Action
Strategy
Role-Playing
Sports
Racing 
Simulation
Building

Adventure 
Experimental
Casual 
Educational 
Platformer 
First-Person Shooter
And many more ... Do we lose play itself 

when we make a game 

too educational? 

PLAY
Play must be:
      Voluntary
      Uncertain
      Unproductive 
      Consist of make-believe

GAMES ARE experienced 
by players

FUN

Failure with minimal risk
Immediate feedback

feedback

act

GAME SYSTEM

adrian granchelli

CHANCE gives the possiblity of 
recovery from unforunate situation 

and therefore can provie hope.

Games can also be a 
matter of perspective.

Is life a game?

Is war 
a game? Is love 

a game?

Is conversation 

a game?
Is hunting or fishinga game?

(sense-pleasure)
(make-believe)
(drama)
(obstacle course)
(social framework)
(uncharted territory)
(self-discovery)
(pastime)w
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